
INTRODUCTION
Credit availability shows significant impact on agriculture regarding the adoption of new

technologies and increase in farm income. Agricultural development can be accelerated through
provision of adequate credit to the farmers at right time, at right place and through right institution.
Agricultural credit is disbursed by co-operative banks, commercial banks as well as by the regional
rural banks. A non institutional agency which includes money lenders mostly, friends, relatives etc.,
are also making credit available to agricultural sector in the country. However, the institutional agencies
being recorded for their business of credit lending, become the core source of study that is why, the
institutional credit surely is in the focus of most studies in this regard. India produces an estimated
53.5 billion eggs per annum, with per capita availability of 42 per annum. It has recorded an average
growth rate of 7-8% over the years. Even more astounding was growth in production of poultry/
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ABSTRACT
Agricultural business enterprise includes all the firms involved in manufacturing and supplying of inputs
and services to agricultural production or that handles or processes farm output until they can reach to
final consumers. The majo theme of present study is to assess the Financial requirement, credit gap for
selected agribusiness enterprises and to evaluate the impact of finance on employment and income of
sample agribusiness enterprises and problems in acquisition of credit by agribusiness enterprises and to
study the pattern of credit disbursement by the various financial institutets. The owners of agribusiness
enterprises who have taken the loan from various banks were selected purposively that is for Poultry
enterprise 15, for Shadenet house enterprise 12 samples were selected randomly. The study revealed that
the credit gap with subsidy in the case of broiler enterprise was to the tune of Rs. 119253, for layer
enterprise was Rs. 525826.62 and for Shadenet house enterprise it was Rs. 17260.5. The credit gap
without subsidy observed in the case of broiler enterprise was Rs. 211793 for layer enterprise was Rs.
1007485.67 and for Shadenet house enterprise it was Rs. 23188.20 which is 56.60 per cent of credit
requirement. The major problems faced by sample agribusiness enterprises in acquisition of credit were,
Lack of technical guidance, Procedure was Complicated and time consuming, Credit was not available in
time.
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